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Abstract—This paper examines the perspectives of intonation
processing for automatic keyword extraction. Based on a dis-
course intonation model from D. Brazil, automatic tone pattern
recognition in speech stream is performed. It is shown that
automatic classification of tone patterns can be done using simple
polynomials and correlation. The original software tool PitchKey-
wordExtractor (PKE) was applied to academic discourse (on-line
lectures) to extract keywords. The results were compared to the
output of popular tools for speech analytics: VoiceBase and IBM
Watson . All the records were processed also with Praat software
and annotated by human experts. Experiments show that none
of the automatic systems outperforms the others and PKE,
VoiceBase and IBM Watson have the identical error rates with
respect to human expert opinion. It motivates further research
and supports the tendency to integrate intonation and, more
generally, prosody processing in automatic keyword extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
UTOMATIC keyword extraction is an important opera-

tion of textual information processing, e.g., information

retrieval, summarizing, indexing, etc. Speech content occupies

a large share in the overall information environment being

therefore a matter for automatic keyword extraction [1]. The

common practice to retrieve the keywords from speech is

limited to text-based supervised and unsupervised methods

applied to automatic speech recognition (ASR) output. Mean-

while, speech has its inherent feature, namely, speech prosody,

that can be processed automatically to leverage keyword

extraction.

Prosody processing for keyword extraction has not been

thoroughly studied so far. Nevetheless, during past decades,

it was repeatedly highlighted that the involvement of prosody

knowledge into speech processing frameworks contributes

to their performance. Even though there exists a significant

diversity in phonetic and phonological approaches to prosody

modelling, it is widely acknowledged, that speech prosodic

markers are stable. They can be directly measured and reliably

classified by means of machine learning [2], [3], [4].

Speech prosody encompasses all suprasegmental speech

phenomena, but the present research is focused on only

one aspect of prosody, i.e., intonation, in terms of pitch

or fundamental frequency F0. This paper addresses speech

intonation in context of automatic keyword extraction in

English academic discourse and contributes to the approach

presented in [5] towards better understanding of applicability

of computational prosodic modelling for keyword extraction

and possible benefits for existing speech keyword extraction

techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section

I establishes the research background; Section II describes

automatic tone pattern recognition using polynomials; Section

III outlines word-to-frame mapping; Section IV presents the

results of polynomial model (p-model) accuracy evaluation

and cross-validation of PitchKeywordExtractor [5] along with

two popular speech processing tools, VoiceBase and Watson;

Section V summarizes the paper.

Research background for this work originates from three

areas: automatic keyword extraction techniques, integration of

prosody knowledge into speech processing and automatic tone

pattern recognition:

A. Automatic keyword extraction techniques

Automatic keyword extraction has been a subject of exten-

sive and detailed research in the past. An extreme demand for

fast, cost-effective and accurate keyword extraction algorithms

is motivated by a growing amount of digital text information.

Text mining, automatic data collection indexing, extractive and

abstractive text summarization, keyword-based information

retrieval as well as other related tasks and applications strongly

rely upon the sets of keywords (e.g., [6]).

Detailed surveys of the state-of-the-art keyword extraction

techniques can be found in [7], [8], [9]. A comparative analysis

of automatic keyword extraction algorithms along with text

summarization challenges was presented in [10]. Existing

techniques can be classified by approach as supervised and

unsupervised, the latter including simple statistic, linguistics,

graph-based and hybrid. Supervised techniques require anno-

tated training data, while unsupervised operate without prelim-

inary annotation or labelling (e.g., [7]). A comprehensive study

of performance for supervised ensemble methods and base

learning algorithms (Naive Bayes, support vector machines,

etc.) can be found in [11].
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Unsupervised methods were shown to be not less powerful

than supervised ones; e.g., unsupervised morphology learning

was found to produce similar results compared to a rule-

based system [12]. In [9] automatic keyword extraction was

performed very effectively with unsupervised graph-based

keyword ranking. Keyword extraction from conversations us-

ing particle swarm optimization was shown to produce highly

accurate query results [13].

B. Prosodic models in speech processing

Computational prosodic modeling integrated into speech

processing workflow is a promising yet challenging area.

Prosodic models have been reported to be helpful for various

speech processing areas [14], e.g., automatic speech under-

standing (ASU), speech synthesis (TTS, text-to-speech) [15],

[3], discourse tagging and segmentation [4] and automatic

speaker verification [16]. It was shown that the combination

of word and prosodic knowledge yielded the best results, with

significant improvements over either knowledge source taken

separately.

Prosodic models were found to increase speech recognition

accuracy, having not been optimized for word recognition

[4]. An impressive result in speech segmentation, where the

prosodic model alone performed better than the language

model alone [4], makes it reasonable to investigate the segmen-

tation ability of prosodic models for keyword location within

ASR output.

One of the key concepts of any prosodic model is a tone

unit. In [17] the tone unit is defined as the realization of the

information unit, which is extremely valuable in the context

of keyword search. Both units are generated in the flow of

discourse, referring to the phonological and grammatical levels

respectively.

Prosodic models which motivated this research were Dis-

course Intonation model from D. Brazil et al. (communicative

approach) [18] and Systemic Functional Linguistics of M.

Hallidey et al. (grammatical approach) [17]. Both models

operate with a set of tonal patterns, e.g., in Brazil model these

are: falling, rising, rising-falling, falling-rising and level, each

having a specific communicative payload. These tone patterns

are connected to the categories of "given/new information"

[17] or deemed to be "referring/proclaiming" [18], [19], [20],

[21] This explicit relationship between intonation and meaning

is exploited to search for keywords in speech.

C. Automatic tone pattern recognition

Location and classifying of tone units can be performed

automatically. In [2] a 4-point model to approximate tone

patterns is proposed and examined in contrast with other

approximation models for tones (e.g., Bezier curves). [2] also

presents a detailed study on 4-point model cascaded with

several supervised classifiers and was shown to perform the

best with a rule-based classifier. In [5] a continuous polyno-

mial tone model (p-model) for Brazil tones was proposed.

Functions inside p-model are used not to approximate pitch

contours, but as ideal tone pattern sets to calculate correlations.

Both models will be evaluated together to check p-model tone

pattern recognition accuracy (see Experiment 1 in Section IV).

II. AUTOMATIC TONE PATTERN RECOGNITION USING

POLYNOMIAL MODEL

Automatic tone pattern recognition implemented in

PitchKeywordExtractor [5] is applied to locate a pitch pattern

within a part of a record to retrieve a frame with a significant

tone move. The task is to make a decision what pattern type

is the closest to a frame of a record containing n readings of

fundamental frequency (pitch) F0[k], 0 ≤ k ≤ n taken at the

sample rate of fd. wmin ≤ w ≤ wmax is frame length range;

0 ≤ l ≤ n − w is frame shift from the first frame element.

Thus, each frame contains lw-windowed signal F0[l : l + w]
and one can easily see that these frames are of different length.

To cope with it, a polynomial model can be easily scaled and

shifted. Due to the pitch detection algorithm if for k-th sample

F0[k] cannot be measured, it is defined as F0[k] = −1. Median

filtering is applied to smooth single pitch discontinuities.

A. Polynomial model (p-model)

We define 5 model functions φk, k = 1..5, which corre-

spond to 5 Brazil tones - falling, rising, rising-falling, falling-

rising and level. These functions are the 1st and 2nd order

polynomials (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. p-model for Brazil tones

B. Classifier

To classify a frame by pattern type we evaluate its proximity

to 4 model functions (except φ5, "level"). φk, k = 1..5 define

5 decision regions separated by surfaces (Fig. 2).

Decision criterion to classify a frame to a region φi is

ai =

∑w+l

k=l,F0[k] 6=−1(F0[k]− F0)(φi((k − l)/w)− φi)
√

∑w+l

k=l (φi((k − l)/w)− φi)2
,

and
ai

√

∑w+l

k=l,F0[k] 6=−1(F0[k]− F0)
= ri ≤ 1,
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Fig. 2. Classifier decision regions φ1 − φ4. Parameter b sets the boundaries
for level region φ5.

where F0 is frame mean, φi is model mean, ri is normalized

correlation; ai is scaled correlation to distinguish any signifi-

cant tone move from almost level. Decision criterion is scale

and shift-invariant, thus, ai are time and timbre-independent.

Decision is made as k = argmaxi(ai). If max(ak, b) ≤ b,
where b is adjustable significance threshold and sets the level

region, frame is classified as level, φ5.

Thus, classifier outputs a pair (k, r). Frame overlaps are

resolved [5] and the final frame set is successively transmitted

to word-to-frame mapping.

III. WORD-TO-FRAME MAPPING

Frames where a tone move was detected during automatic

tone pattern recognition and ASR output file are mapped to

each other to locate a word within a frame. The goal of

word-to-frame mapping is to find a word that was pronounced

during a given interval defined by the frame boundaries; this

word is deemed to be a keyword. Partial coincidence between

segments and word timestamps is allowed and can be set as a

parameter p.

Mapping in [5] could extract single words only. i. e. if one

frame contained several matches with ASR output words, they

were processed independently: e.g. for "computer science" the

output list included both words one after another:"computer",

"science". But very often a tone move refers to word colloca-

tion. Mapping is modified in order to extract keyphrases and

word collocations as a single keywordlist entry. The following

condition is checked sequentially for every frame:

If
Lframe

tThisword

2 − tThisword

1

≥ (1 + p), (1)

then [Thisword Nextword] is added to keyword list. This

way keyphrases, e.g. of type "noun+noun" are constructed:

"computer science", "artificial intelligence", "graduate stu-

dent", etc.).

If
Lframe

tThisword

2 − tNextword

1

≥ (1 + p),

then [Thisword, Nextword, Next_nextword] is added to the

list to produce constructions like "noun+preposition+noun" or

"particle+verb+particle/attributive construction" (e.g. "place of

interest", "to follow up", "to examine closely").

A further improvement of mapping may be achieved by

break indices processing if ToBI annotated data are available.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

PitchKeywordExtractor implementation details, libraries

and tools are described in [5]. New experiments are aimed at

checking the applicability of proposed p-model in comparison

with one of the best existing models (4-point model) and to

disclose abilities of intonation-based keyword extraction to

contribute to existing speech keyword extraction techniques.

Publicly available online lectures were used as samples of

academic discourse to retrieve automatically pitch patterns

(Experiment 1) and extract keywords (Experiment 2). Results

on three speakers are shown in Table I, II:

Speaker 1 is Benjamin Elman from Harvard University’s

Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies The Great Reversal: The

"Rise of Japan" and the "Fall of China" after 1895 as Historical

Fables.

Speaker 2 is JoAnne Stubbe, MIT 5.07SC Biological Chem-

istry, MIT OpenCourseWare Lexicon of Biochemical Reac-

tions: Cofactors Formed from Vitamin B12.

Speaker 3 is Patrick Winston, MIT 6.034 Artificial Intelli-

gence, MIT OpenCourseWare, Introduction and Scope

All the records were processed with Praat software and

annotated by human experts. Expert row in Table II is the

absolute value of agreement between two human experts about

tone patterns and keyword set for each Speaker.

A. Experiment 1. Pattern recognition

In Experiment 1 samples of academic speech were pro-

cessed to check pattern recognition ability of p-model. p-

model and 4-point model [2] are evaluated together to check p-

model applicability for tone pattern recognition (Table I). Both

models reveal almost identical recognition recall, calculated as

R =
T2

T1
100%,

where T1 is a number of tones in total (tone units pointed out

by Expert), T2 is a number of tones found automatically.

TABLE I
PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH P-MODEL AND 4-POINT MODEL

Speaker Tones in total Ap−model A4−point

Speaker 1 50 52% 49%

Speaker 2 22 36% 36%

Speaker 3 40 22% 25%

B. Experiment 2. Intonation-based keyword extraction vs.

other algorithms

Cross-validation of PitchKeywordExtractor (PKE) algo-

rithm [5] vs. Expert and two popular speech processing

tools, VoiceBase and Watson was performed. All the sets of
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TABLE II
INTONATION-BASED KEYWORD EXTRACTION VS. HUMAN EXPERTS,

VOICEBASE AND WATSON

Experiment Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3

E (human experts) 51 53 26

PKE 54 40 24

W (Watson) 58 51 18

V B(VoiceBase) 26 50 33

PKE ∩ E 15 12 9

W ∩ E 16 30 10

V B ∩ E 10 11 4

PKE ∩ V B 8 5 1

PKE ∩W 9 13 4

V B ∩W 16 9 3

keywords were compared and their intersections were counted.

Numbers in cells show absolute value of keywords found. The

observations that can be done based on Table II:

1) None of the systems outperforms the others

2) All the keyword sets found by the systems of automatic

extraction (PKE, W and VB) have nearly the same

intersection with Expert

3) All the keyword sets found by the systems of automatic

extraction (PKE, W and VB) have nearly the same

intersections with each other

4) There exist "core" keywords, extracted by either of the

systems

V. CONCLUSION

Keywords are informative milestones of speech, therefore,

they are frequently marked by prosodical emphasis; that is

why specific discernible prosodic characteristics (tone moves)

can mark keyword presence. Prosodic features in the form of

F0 estimates allow computation of pitch contours along the

utterances or single words, or over the length of windows

positioned in a location of interest (e.g., around a word

boundary). The algorithm is based on tone and information

unit boundaries juxtaposition.

The goal of this paper is to provide evidence that automatic

keyword extraction systems can benefit from intonation anal-

ysis. A software tool PitchKeywordExtractor was evaluated

along with popular tools for speech analytics and revealed the

identical ability to locate the keywords. A moderate percentage

in intersections of human and automatic keyword sets, pointed

out either by intonation-based and other algorithms, motivates

further research towards the elaboration of a hybrid approach

to automatic keyword extraction.
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